Be sure that the camera you are using and/or ZOOM recorder contains an SD or micro SD card.

Standard Audio Microphone attached to Canon.
Zoom Handy Recorder
with sound input indicated
below.
Included Accessories

SD Memory Card
Windscreen
Mic Clip Adapter
AC Adapter
USB Cable
Protective Case

Option
Remote Controller
Pro Wireless Receivers with personal mic attached. Sony Headphones used for sound testing.
Personal Mic attached to Canon mic jack.
Wireless Receiver attached to Canon. Personal mic attached to other wireless receiver and used for audio recording.
Wireless receiver attached to Canon and other wireless receiver attached to standard mic for audio recording.
Sony Headphone attached to ZOOM Handy Recorder to test sound.
Wireless Receiver attached to standard mic on Canon for audio recording. ZOOM Handy recorder attached to other receiver and Sony Headphone attached to test sound.